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Law Student Proposes Sweeping
by Bob Young
The entering law student at the National Law Center
receives his first 'glilllJSe of a reactionary
legal structure
when he is forced to restrict the expansion of his own
mind in order to survive in a world of arbitrary and
capricious grades.
.
Upon the first day of classes, petrified first year law
students
discover that they have been divided into
alphabetical
sections
receiving
specific
professors
because of the first letter of their last name. While first
year students have little knowledge of the capabilities
of professors and another system probably would not
ameliorate
the
arbitrariness
of the
alphabetical
structure,
their
suffering
is compounded
by the
professor's
ability under the present system to hand
the student a grade which will be looked upon by
others as a demonstration
of the student's legal ability.
Perhaps in some cases a grade does illustrate the
amount of education a student receives in a particular
course, However, there are far tOO many cases where
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this fails to be the case. The procedure in which most
professors
grade
exams
adds credibility
to this
argument.
Last year, one noted authority
in his field remarked
to his class prior to finals that he was an easy grader
(which in itself raises the issue of arbitrariness,
since
one professor may be "easy" and another "hard.") and
that his students should not worry and "just state the
issues and you'll get a 'C'." Following the exam the
. professor was faced with 110 papers from this class
alone and the quicker he graded all his classes' exams
the more time could be devoted
to his overseas
vacation. He devoted two days to grading all the exams
and was forced during that time to grade each paper
and
differentiate
between
a value
of one-one
hundredth of a point. One girl who had never received
less than an 80 in a law school course received a 55.
. Another professor has told his students that if they
take his course under the "pass-fail" option he will fail
them. The option
(four pass-fail credits over three

e
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years) is allegedly available for all but required courses
and professors. One renowned professor feels obligated
every year to fail a significant percentage of his first year
,class, while one of his colleagues rarely give a grade
below a 75.
A student,
last summer, took an exam given by a
professor only to discover that the professor would not
accept
it, since the student
had not attended
his
classes. When the student asked the professor to just
grade the exam with the others, he replied that he
would grade the
paper, OOtit IIIOOldnot receive a passing
grade.
Following
the "blue-book
tug-of-war,"
the
student
went
to the administration
and was allowed
to drop the course, although he did not receive back
the tuition.
These are scattered examples, but they bring major
issues into focus. There exists an extreme arbitrariness
in the grading system which is a starting point from
(See GRADE
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McAllister Plans
legal Education
Reform Hearings

'George Washington

Campus:

Today .....

and after "Master

Plan"

ftMaster Plan" Will Change
Future look of GW Campus
the
master
plan
and
later
by Dave Cooper
amendments
or applications
for
and Candy Cohen
changes
in land use by the
Rows
of townhouses
and
universities
be submitted
to the
other
familiar
architectual
National
Capital
Planning
features
of Foggy Bottom
are
Commission
before
final
scheduled
for destruction
by
approval by the Board of Zoning
George Washington
University's
Adjustment.
'
little-publicized
"Master Plan."
The National Capital Planning
The Master Plan is basically an
Commission
or
the
Zoning
architectural
projection
of what
Board might have implemented
GW's physical
plant will look
those regulations
in such a way
like fifteen years from now-an
as ' to
have
led
to
the
urban renewal program for the
development
of
university
unversitv.
The Plan envisions,
planning
that
looked
to the
according
to
critics,
the
diverse interests and viewpoints
destruction
of the
eccentric
and
charm and variety of much of . of the university community
of the
larger
community
in
Foggy Bottom with replacement
which it functions. The potential
by highrise classrooms,
parking
by
garages and office buildings; in existed for the development
GW of a plan which
would
short, an academic
brave new
express the desires of students,
world
of
sterile
concrete
faculty,
and the residents both
uniform ity.
.'
in the campus area and in the
Fear of haphazard, unplanned
Instead
the
growth
of the universities
in city as a whole.
Planning
Commission
and
D.C. led to the amendment
of
Z on i n g
Board
concerned
the zoning regulations to require
themselves with building heights,
that the universities 'each submit
pupil/parking
space ratios, and
a "plan
for
developing ... the
other
technical
issues
and
campus as a whole." In addition,
allowed the university
to push
zoning regulations
require that

through
a
plan
that
was
developed
without
any input
from those most effected by the
plan.
The university
is now
locked into a fifteen year plan
reflecting
the
blueprint
orientated,
cost-efficiency
mentality
of the administration
while fulfilling few of the needs
of the members of the university
or of the community.
The Master Plan appears to be
the result of an obsession with
growth. Yet, the Plan proclaims
that
it expects
the
student
population
to level off at 15,000
and never to exceed 17,000. The
growth
is in the size of the
facilities.
Yet,
even ,by that
measure the growth planned
is
deceptively small.
There will be a net addition of
700,000
sq. ft. of floor space
after the
thirty new buildings
in the plan are constructed;
yet,
there will be 1,100,000
new sq.
ft. of floor space. This reflects
the
destruction
. or the
old
campus
buildings
which
the
(See MASTER

PLAN, p. 2)

paper only asks that the school
by Gene Mechanic
realize
that
traditional
. legal
Student
Bar
Association
thinking has a strong head start,
President,
Peggy McAllister, has
and to allow students the opporannounced
her plans to establish
tunity to equally weigh all the
a tripartite
Ad Hoc Committee
roles a lawyer might play, it is
on Legal Education composed of
necessary
to give them official
s t u de n t , faculty
and
incentive
to be exposed to all
ad mi n istration
representatives,
whose
objective
will, be to , al eas, including those which cannot be classroom taught."
evaluate
legal
education
at the
.
Ms.
McAllister
expressed
National Law Center.
concern over the inability of the
The
SBA
'appointed
present curriculum
structure to
representatives
will
ask
the
excite
students
and enhance
faculty
and administration
to
their education.
She said,' "I'm
a p point
representatives
from
graduating
in January
and this
their respective groups. Once the
semester is not adding anything
tripartite
committee
is formed,
to my education
and abil ity to
hearings will be structured
and
handle legai problems."
held to enable voices to be heard
The committee
will not only
from all segments of the legal
and law school community.
Ms. ' look at radical alternatives to the
present system, but will attempt
McAllister
hopes
that
the
to
analyze
methods
of
hearings
will
enlighten
the
br o a d e n i n q the
present
committee
as to
the viable
One possibility
for
alternatives
to
the
present . structure.
such maneuvering,
according to
traditional
curriculum
structure,
Ms. McAllister, is Law-399. The
The concept
of a tripartite
course
allows
a student
to
legal education
committee
was
receive
ten
credits
for
first
suggested
in
an
independent
work. During the
ADVOCATE
editorial published
recent
clinical
debate it has been
in the November
1 issue. The
held out by the Law Center as
editorial
said
that
"the
an example
of a progressive
administration
and faculty have
clinical
curriculum.
difficulty
in
distinguishing
However,
as it presently
, between'
actively
advocating
stands, Law-399 is so restrictive
clinical programs and merely not
as to make its clinical value
hindering their implementation"
negligible. A maximum
of two
by a professor
or student.
It
students
per
professor
are
continued that clinical education
allowed
during each semester,
at GW is an extra-curricular
holding
potential
student
activity
and not a part of the
participation
to
approximately
school's curriculum structure.
80 out of nearly 2,000 students.
The
editorial
argued
that
In addition,
suggest curriculum
most students,
upon
entering
critics, the 80 positions are not
law school, are ignorant of the
strongly
competed
for because
potential
roles a lawyer might
projects
acceptable
by the
play in society and they look to
administration
under the course
their
professors
for guidance.
are so narrowly defined.
Before calling for hearings on
One professor
reported
that
legal education,
the
editorial
both
his applicants
last year
,stressed,"The
ADVOCATE'S
we re rejected
because
they
position is not one of preventing
a student
traditional

from
becoming
a
lawyer.
This news-

(See SBA, p.2)
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Campus
university
deems
to
be
.inadequate
(400,000
sq. ft.).
These inadequate
facilities are
the townhouses
which comprise
a smaller and smaller portion of
the university.
The university
sees these buildings as costly to
maintain and more expensive per
sq. ft. than the new buildings it
plans.
The new buildings are nearly
all high-rise and will bear a close
resemblance
to the University
center.
This is because
the
architectual
firm
of
Mills,
Petticort, and Mills has designed
most of them. Criticism of this
firm for their design of the law
library apparently
did not cool
GW's "love affair" with this firm
and,
what
some
say,
its
fortress-like monuments.
The Master Plan is divided
into three five-year phases. Phase
one is well on its way to
completion
with the
university
library, medical school building,
and parking garage at 22nd and
H already
under construction
and with faculty offices and a
giant field house planned to go
up in the near future. Phase 1/
construction
includes two more
parking
garages,
a new law
school building, fine arts center,
more
medical
buildings
and
classrooms, as well as two office
bu i Idings
whic
can
be
"converted" to university
use
later. Phase 1/1 provides for the
construction
of
seven
"undesignated
buildings,"
presumably
much needed
but
for uses which have hot yet been
specified.
""".,
" ,.
All of the few buildings that
give the campus its visual delight
and distinctiveness
will fall in

Townhouses
the implementation
of the plan.
The Galley, Red Lion, Bassins,
GW Campus
Club,
the
old
townhouses
on the south side of
G street between 21st and nnd,
the townhouses
on 23rd St. and
the Foggy Bottom
Gift Shop
and many other' buildings will be
destroyed
in Phase II. Phase III
will bring the destruction
of
Madison Hall, Fraternity
Row,
Quigley's,
Leo's,
and'
many
townhouses'
used by GW or
owned by private residents.
What
will life be life at
post-Master
Plan· GW?
The
planner,
Marcou
and O'Leary
and
Associates,
lnc.,
have
envisioned
a school comprised
primarily of commuting students
weighted heavily in favor of the
graduate departments,
who will
whisk into Foggy Bottom by rail
or car and will disembark
near
convenient
concrete
bridges
which
lead to a network
of
elevated concrete platforms over'
which they traverse the campus
without ever touching their feet
to the ground.
It is suggested
that the concrete platforms will
allow the university
to build
over
intransigent
property
owners. All this, according to a
planner
from
Marcou
and
O'Leary
is an
"educational
environment
compatible
with
the community."
. The Master
Plan represents
the kind of "urban
planning"
discredited
in enlightened circles
because
its
replacement
of
residents by office buildings and
parking garages is destructive
of
a cohesive urban neighborhood
and because
it roots
out a
variegated
and
self-sufficient
community
and replaces it with
unvaired,
single=use

to Fall

by Edward J. Kiley
In 'the area of civil liberties, a
recurring
controversy
has been
the constitutionality
of the various
statutes
prohi biting the
possession and use of marijuana.
In a unique
approach,
Ralph
Adam Fine has attempted,
and
to a large measure succeeded, in
placing
the
whole
issue
in
perspective.
Abandoning
the
traditonal
vehicles of the legal
writer, Mr. Fine has created a
hypothetical
case.
which
is
brought,
on appeal,
to the
United
States Supreme
Court.
This piece of fictional
nonfiction assembles in one volume
all the scientific studies and legal
arguments
both in the defense
and in condemnation
of grass,
and places them before nine very
real
Justices
whose
probing
questions are really our own.
The case for the appellant is a
familiar one. It proceeds from
the
premise
that
a person's'
private
pursuit
of pleasure
is
protected
by the Bill of Rights
and that the government cannot
interfere
with
that
"pursuit"
unless it can show an overriding
social need which makes such
interference
necessary.
Appellant's
attorney,
by citing

numerous
and entirely plausible
scientific studies (including the
now
famous
La
Guardia
Commission
report), argues that
no
such
"compelling
state
interest"
exists. The alternative
contention
by appellant
is that
marijuana
use is less dangerous
to society than alcohol and that
the government,
in prohibiting
the one and not the other,
denies equal protection
of the
laws to those
who take the
marijuana route to pleasure and
satisfaction.
Both these lines of
reasoning
are purported
to be
backed up by such precedents as

Brown v. Board of Education,
Griswold v. 'Connecticut and
Stanley
v.
Georgia. An
impressive
well reasoned
and
convincing argument, to be sure.
But now Mr. Fine proceeds to
the case for the respondent.
Although
the author's
sentiments
are clearly
with
the
appellant, he a rgu e s the case for
Pennsylvania
as any State's attorney must. In countering
the'
first argument
by appellant's
counsel, Mr. Fine contends that
a compelling
interest
is' not
required.
The use of marijuana
involves no fundamental
right.
Griswold and other cited cases
can be distinguished
on the
grounds
that
they
involved
either
specific
constitutional

ffMaster

Plan"

the funds required by the Master
detailed
"impact,
statement"
construction.
Permanent
Plan will come from the Federal
with
the
Council
on
residents
and
live-in students
Government.
Yet no 102 impact
Quality whenever
who have an immediate
and Environmental
statement
has been filed by the
a "major
Federal
day-to-day
interest
in
the it proposes
Federal Agency responsible
for
The
guidelines
community
are
replaced
by action."
the funding
with the National
commuters
whose interests
do established
by the CEQ under
Capital Planning Commission as
not extend past five -o'clock or authority
of the Act, define
required by the guidelines.
the last evening class.
"action"
to include any project
The unversity is quietly but
The university
becomes
like and
continuing'
activity
relentlessly
bringing
to
the commercial
district, a lonely
"supported,
in whole
or part
realization
its Plan, but avenues
wasteland
after everyone
goes throuqh
Federal
contracts,
are open to block this plan and
home. What urbanologist
Jane. grants, subsidies,
loans, orother
to
develop
humane
and
Jacobs calls the "eyes on the
forms
of funding
assistance."
intelligent alternatives. One high
street," which are essential to the (cf.36Fed.
Register, 7724-7729,
university
administrator
has
safety
and the enjoyment
of Apr. 23,1971)
indicated
his belief that
GW
community
life are gone. Crime
The development
envisioned
students
back the plan, but
rises because the persons who
in the Master Plan is a major
others
argue that students
will
used to live and-work and shop
action significantly
affecting the
soon
mobilize
against
the
Plan.
in the community,
who were in environment.
Forty percent of
tune with its rhythms, and could
sense
when
something
was
wrong are no longer there. The
Master Plan, say critics, is not
only
esthetic
insensibility.
incarnate,"
it
is
also
Six students
were elected to
"sociological
ignorance."
wished to do a clinical project
the Student Bar Association and
Many
community
members"
under the auspices of established
four others were elected to the'
believe that students must make
public
interest
centers.
The
Student-Faculty
Committee
in
it clear to the university and to . professor
that that a student
last Wednesday's
Student
Bar
the city government
that GW's
cannot receive the 399 credits if Association elections.
sterile vision -of the future is not
his work is connected
to any
In the fi rst year class, section
what.they
desire.
Organized
organization.
Ms.
McAllister
one voted for David Colman for
citizens opposition
to the Master
hopes that perhaps 399 could be SFC and N. L. Carl Cannon for
'Plan already exists in the Foggy
broadened
to encompass
more
SBA, while section two elected
Bottom
Citizens
Association.
students and projects.
Marc Alan Feller for SFC and
The
Master
Plan is reviewed
The committee,
however, will
Johathan
Moore
as
SBA
every two years by the National
not
limit
its evaluation
to
representative.
Section
three
Capital
Planning
Commission
effectuate
a "clinical semester,"
elected
Marilyn
Schwartz
for
and Board of Zoning, and public
but
wi II analyze
ways
of
SFCand
Jeff Weinberg for SBA.
opposition
must be expressed in
implementing
educational
The night section voted for Ray
those forums. Bob Kozak, who
reform during a student's entire
Anderson
for SFC and Don
is a GW urban planning student
legal education.
. Caulkins for SBA.
forming a student group to fight
the
plan, can be, reached" at
785-0297.
The
National
Environment
Policy Act of 1969, sec. 102(c)
The blood plasma of all Group B individuals contains
requires that every agency of the
Anti-A Blood Group Antibodies.
These Antibodies
Federal Government
shall file a
are needed
for the preparation
of Blood Banking

SBA,
fromp. 1

I ~BA Holds I

, HearIngs
Planned

Elections

BLOOD DONORS NEEDED
Blood Group B

Equal Protection Question
Raised by Marijuana Laws
Mary Jane Versus Pennsylvania. By
Ralph Adam Fine; the McCall Publishing Company. New York, $4.95,
154 pages.
'

•

rights or those necessarily
implied from. its various provisions.
Following
from this it is respondent's
contention
that
merely a rational basis must be
established
between the law and
the State's police power. As for
the alcohol analogy, that line of
reasoning
can be dismissed
by
referring to the Court's holding
in Railway Express v. New York.
That case, it will be recalled,
stated that a State is under no
affirmative
obligation
to eliminate all of society's evils at once.
In addition
to the purely legal
arguments,
respondent's
brief
contained
as many references to
medical
and'
psychological
studies
as did appellant's,

Though
Mr. Fine's Supreme
Court reaches no conclusion,
the
end result of the case is fairly
certain.
Mr., Rodriguez
(appellant) will have to serve his 'two
year sentence. 'For in our society
something thought to be dangerous, such as marijuana,
must be
conclusively
proven safe before
it is permitted,
while something
known to be dangerous,
such as
alcohol, tobacco
or firearms, is
virtually uncontrolled
in its use.
It is unfortunate,
perhaps, that
the cause of marijuana
has no
counterpart
to the National
Rifle Association.

testing reagents. Those acceptable to participate
on
this program may receive up to $85 per month on a
continuing

basis.

Ages 21-30
ANTIBODIES,

The

INC.

1712

298-6960
I st., N.W. Suite 210

George Washington University
Student Bar Association
Presents

A Practical Experience

In The Law

Harry T. Alexander
John Banzhaf, III
Gladys Kessler
Herbert E. Marks
Luke C. Moore

Judge, D. C. Superior Court
G. W. Law Professor
Washington Attorney
Washington Attorney
Assistant U. S. Attorney

8:00 P.M. Tuesday, November 16,1971
Stockton Hall, The National Law Center

This program is for students who plan to practice law. It is
designed to offer students the practical insights that Law
Schools fail to provide.
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Grade Reform, from p. 1------------'-------------------

Present Grading System Assailed as Arbitrary
which to look at the discretionary
and inequitable legal
education
system.
A student
is - dependent
on the
capricious
and human
attitudes
of his professor.
Human factors negate any effort in objective grading.
These factors
include the ability
of professors
to
effectively educate students, the ability of students to
learn a specific educational approach, the type of exam
given, the attitude and psychological
make-up of the.
grader while grading the exam, the' student's attitude
on how he wishes to use the education acquired during
law school,and·
his individual
approach
towards
handling an issue, and the professor's personal feelings
toward a given class or student ....
Law schools, however, argue that it is essential to
follow the requirements
of the legal profession, which,
they say, want to look at grades as a method of judging
the potential
of someone just out of law school. In
other words, unless you have grades you will not get
hired.
This theory is built on the premise that grades are
the best
method
for judging
a person's
ability.
However, even most law firms will admit that there is
little correlation
between grades and future success,
even in the traditional
sense. Grades are the most
expeditious
method of hiring and they will remain as
long as employers consider expediency more important
than value. What then, can a school do to develop a
more equitable system, while realizing the impact of
grades on the traditional professional world?

Three
years ago Brown University
innovated
a
progressive grading system which was soon followed by
Stanford
University.
The plan is rather simple and
there is no reason why it cannot be implemented
in a
law school. The Brown system
enables students
to
choose between either receiving a grade or taking a
course for "Pass-No Credit."
To apply the Brown system to GW Law School, a
four point scale should
replace the Law Center's
present numerical
system. The scale would consist of:
A - 4.0, B - 3.0, C - 2.0, 0 - 1.0 and E would be a
failing grade; plus raising or lowering a grade on a 0.5
scale. This system reduces the amount of arbitrariness
since fewer categories
are available to the professor.
Argumentscan
be made that a decision by a professor
that an exam deserves a C instead of a B on the above
scale would be more detrimental
to the student than a
decision that the exam deserves a 74 instead of a 75.
However, the fewer categories
available to asssign a
representative
value
will 'Sufficiently
reduce
the
. professor's
choices
- and hence,
a student
will
hopefully
receive a more accurate designation
of his
educational
performance.
The greatest equity in the Brown system lies with
the option to take a course for "Pass-No Credit," In
order to receive a Pass the student must get a C or
above. If he gets a D or less he receives No Credit. The
course does not appear on his record if he fails, and he
may, if he so desires, repeat the course. Thus a student

AEC CannikinTest
-

The students who are apprehensive
about employer
outlook on a transcript
which contains mostly Passes
can take his courses for grades. At least the option is
with the student.
It can be argued, though, that a
school the size of GW can influence employers to look
at more equitable hiring criteria than grades. When it is
realized that only approximately
ten percent of the
students are aided by their top grades, a Pass-No Credit
system seems even more desirable for the vast majority
of students.
However, the real issue is that grades have
little meaning and to continue a strict grading system
perpetuates
a totally discretionary
structure.
Even if
the Law Center isnot prepared to terminate its support
. of this structure,
it can at least give students
an
opportunity
to a have more leeway in their method of
learning and course selection.
This is extremely
important
in the required courses
where administrative
guidelines
force professors to
give certain grades to a set percentage of their class.

Danger

.

1 st Yr. Students' Flunkinq
by Marlene Merritt
If you are a member of the
first year class presently in the
November
doldrums
of
confusion
and self-doubt,
take
heart. The class statistical profile
. and Associate Dean Kirkpatrick
both say you belong here.
"There
is no
one
here
without
the ability to do the
work if he wants to," said Dean
Kirkpatrick.
The admissions figures appear
to support his contention.
While
neither the median LSAT score
nor Quality
Point
Index
was
available
for print, this year's
day
student
boards
rose
approximately
forty points over
last year's, whereas the QPI rose
only .20 of a point. The evening

he might not

The student may also elect .not to receive a grade
because of his realization
that any grading system is
too arbitrary and restrictive upon the student's learning
method.
However, to receive a C, the equivalent of a
Pass, the student must learn most of the material which
his professor deems important.

Poses long-Term

A study of the CANNIKIN
Environmental
Quality,'
in a
the CANNIKIN
explosion,
and
papers, released by the courts
letter
last
year
to
Under
that essentially
all the tritium
Secretary of State John Irwin II
just prior to the test of the 5 and noble gas isotopes so formed
of
the
NSC's
Under
megaton
nuclear- warhead
that . will be available for transport
in . (head
Secretaries
committee)
had
took place on Amchitka island a that ground water," About the
couched
that " .. .formation
of
week ago Saturday ,reveals that . same time,
however,
another
the chimney will probably
lead
study
AEC's
Panel
of
environmental
and ban-the-bomb
to a saucer-like depression
even
groups have concealed the most
Consultants
and
its Ad
Hoc
though the true rubble does not
potentially
dangerous effects of
Committee
on
Seismology
extend to the surface. Since the
concluded
"traveltime
from the
the test from the public. In the
ground
water/
level
almost
lower
part
of the
chimney
fear campaign mounted to halt
reaches
the'
surface
the
[formed
as the layers of rock
or delay the detonation,
the
above
the'
detonation
point
subsidence
will fill with water."
possibility of earthquake or tidal
Such
a configuation,
the
collapse]
to the Bering Sea will
wave was stressed to the point
Twenhofel
study
concludes,
exceed . 1200 to 2200 years"
that
it
dominated
public
would "fill i,n 120 to 460 days,"
which
"allows
adequate
time
discussion
of the
event
and
the
tritium
to
obscured
the very real dangers .[for
Under these conditions,
"it is
deteriorate]
:.. before any of it predicted that water could move
that some radioactive
material
from the, chimney to the sea in
reaches the sea.' Merritt himself
produced
by the test may be
3 years,"
Worse,
"a
had expected the tritium to be about
carried
out to sea within the
next few years. The fact that the
lake may form in the
"so quickly
diluted
as to be permanent
USSR set off a 20-200 Fiioton
Cannikin subsidence [the surface
undetectable ,"
On the other hand, as May 'crater
device at Semigalatinsk
on Oct.
created
by the blast]
1970 Interior Department study
21 was
also
lost
in the
and ... the head available to drive
of possible test effects, by W.S. gound water to the ocean will be
environmental
campaign.
Twenhofel, Chief of the US about 35m. Instead of a 3-year
In a briefing for the National
Ge o logical ,Survery's
Special
Security Council's committee
of
flow time under a head of 14m.,
Branch,
postulated
Under Secretaries
on Dec. 15, Pro j ects
water should move northeasterly
1970, Dr. Melvin L. Merritt of situation in which discharge of through
the fractured
breccia
Sandia
Laboratory
in
contaminated
ground water into
aquifier
to the Bering Sea in
Alburquerque,
N.M. warned that
the
sea would
be psssible.
a bout
1.2 years
after
the
Russell Train, Chairman of the
"ground
water
will
get
chirnnev
is full."
Twenhofel
President's
Council
on concluded
radioactive
material. formed by
that
while
"the

Not Well-Founded,

can take a course or a professor which
take because of fear of a low grade.

Fears

Study Shows

division's scores rose ten points
performance
-in
law
school.
Perhaps this is partially due to
and continued
the precedent of
'past years of a higher LSAT
the
unmeasured
element
of
motivation.
requirement
for admission over'
To the degree that grades and
day
students.
The
gap has
scores can test ability to do the
closed,
however,
from one of
or
that
a
dean's
forty-four points last year to one . work,
. confidence
has predictive value,
of twelve points.
anyone
here whose ego does,
A c cor din g
to
De a n
daily battle with confusion
can
Kirkpatrick,
the median .scores
and grades
have never
been
feel somewhat
reassured.
The
key elements now could just be
released,
"Because
it gives a
effort and endurance.
misleading
and
oversimplified
picture
and
provides
a
temptation
for people to, list
schools by suposed excellence,"
ADVOCATE
STAFF
Before
giving
too
much
meeting
on
Tuesday,
credence to high LSAT scores, it
November
16 at 1 :00 in
should be noted that a recent
Harlan Brewer.
study has shown little, if any,
correllation
between
score and

foregoing'
analysis
is heavily
weighted
in favor of the worst
case ... it is difficult to conceive
of
conditions
which.
might,
imp r 0 vet
he
0 uti 0 0 k
significantly:'

The effects of such leakage
are even more uncertain than its
possible occurance.
In his 'letter,
Train
expressed
concern
that
some
fish
which
are
commercially
sought
by US,
USSR,
and Japanese
seamen
might absorb some tritium. The
Merritt
paper,
however,
indicated
that
there
is little
cause for alarm on this point, as
"biological
systems
do
not
concentrate
tritium as they do
isotopes,"
a fact which has been
confirmed
by "several studies of
tritium
toxicology
of marine.
organisms."
As for the great
concern
about
earthquakes
or
tidal waves set off by the blast,
all AEC studies, which had beery

under

way since the summer of
that such
occurances were highly unlikely .
In another
study completed
in
January of this year, Merritt had
termed the chances of a tidal
wave "vervrernote," and former
AEC chairman Glenn Seaborg, in
a secret letter to Irwin last April
14, stated that the chances of an
earthquake
being touched off by
the test were "so exceedingly
small as to be negligible."

1967, had concluded

Thus,
opponents'
of
the
CANNIKIN
project
focused
they're
attention
almost
exclusively
upon
the minimal
danger of an earthquake
or tidal
wave while generally overlooking
the longer term
but possible
more
serious
effect
on our
ecosystem.
The CANNIKIN
papers are
available for public inspection in
the
AEC's
Public
Documents
Room at 1717 "H" si., N.W.

G. W. Law Students
How About a Change?

G. W. Campus Club
non profit organization managed by students for students

1912 'G' St. N.W. Tel. 393~3595 (YzBlock from G. W. Law School)

The Best in Short Order Foods
& the Lowest Prices.
Specials:
99 CENTS LARGE PIZZA
FOR TWO
Sun.- Thurs. 3 PM -11 PM
99 CENTS LARGE PITCHER
(Schlitz 64 oz.)

Happy Hour 3 PM-8 PM Daily
15 cents a mug

TGIF Every Friday

NEW YORK KOSHER STYLE
PASTRAMI AND CORNED BEEF
ALL GW STUDENTS ARE MEMBERS
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Editorials

Library Volumes
Often Missing·
All too frequently
at the National Law Center's library, student
are denied the services for which they pay. For one reason or
another the _volume needed cannot be found. Either the book is
sequestered
behind a cardboard screened library locker door or it is
being hoarded on a desk far from its stack location. In addition to
these basic acts of inconsideration,
many instances
of pure
vandalism can be pointed to as causing the intolerable conditions at
our library.
While the actual value of stolen, mutiliated, or otherwise missing
volumes, amounts to only $1000 or so, Professor Bernard, the law
librarian, estimates
that the actual. replacement
costs. including
inconvenience,
at times can run to ten times this figure. Professor
Bernard cites many reasons for these problems but the most basic is
a lack of funds which in turn prevents the ernplovrnent of adequate
manpower
for security,
maintenance.
and reshelving. The library
- now has about one-half the personnel it requires.
A solution
has presented
itself; and it is not an increase in
manpower.
Georgetown's
new law library has implemented
a
security system involving turnstiles,
which can only be passed by
inserting a special I.D. card, and gates one must pass through to
leave, which can detect the "treated"
books in the library (similar in
function to weapon detectors now in use in airports). The feasibility
of introducing
this system at GW should be examined immediately
by the administration.
While the initial cost may be considered
exhorbitant,
it is not prohibitively
expensive when looked at in its
long run effect. In the interim, the following steps should be taken
by the Library Committee and theS.B.A.:
1. The elimination of the library lockers
2. The elimination of the 1D-day "hoarding"
privilege
_
3. Closer checks on briefcases at the first and second floor desks
4. Hiring of two part-time students whose primary duty would be
to reshelve volumes
To be sure, these are harsh methods. Until an effective security
system
is implemented,
however,
they are necessary.
Certain
students have. by their actions, made them so:
The Editorial Board
of the ADVOCATE
urges the Faculty
Library Committee
to work with the SBA in undertaking
an in
depth study for the Administration
of the newly implemented
Georgetown
system with the hope of installing such a system here.
The Board also urges that the Administration
immediately
adopt
the interim proposals pending the outcome of the study.

Nixon Does Not StandPat
During Journey to Chino
by David Kaufman
country during the U.N. debate."
Many people
are eagerly
anticipating
the
"Oh, it was the least we could do whim his
unprecedented
visit
of
Richard
Nixon
to
visit was helping to get
Chiang Chiang-hied.
Communist
China. When Richard Nixon, staunch
defender of Western Capitalism, meets Chairman
Beside, I'm sure you'll agree that it's better to
M~o,
inscrutable
spokesman
for
Eastern
have a China that's red than two with George
Communism,
what will transpire?
Wilr they be
Bush."
able to bridge their cultural gap to engage in a
'" agree, Mao. I just hope you won't mind if I
meaningful
exchange?
Don't hold your breath.
continue referring to your country as part of the
Their conversation
could go something
like this:
. Red Menace. It's a pet expression of mine, and
"Welcome to China, President Nixon."
the conservatives kind of expect it of me."
"Thank
you, Chairman
Mao. I hope that
Russia ... I mean the world will note this historic
"1 understand,
Dick, and I hope that the
meeting between two great leaders. And I want to
American
people won't take it personally when
make one thing perfectly clear, I am a great world
we refer to them as capitalist imperialist running
leader ."
dog lackeys. It's what you in America refer to as
p.r. work."
"Yes, you're
quite
right. Do you have a
noteworthy
quote
to make on this historic
'
"Listen,
why don't we change the topic to
occasion?"
something
I'm
thoroughly
familiar
with
"Yes. I most certainly do, Chairman Mao. I'd
Sports.
Who
do
you
think
will
win
the
World
like to say that this meeting marks one small step
Series this year?"
for man, one giant leap for mankind."
'That
was wonderful,
Mister' President. Can I
"Well~ I think "II pick the Reds over the
put that in my book of quotes?"
Yankees. I'm a big Yankee hater, you know."
"You certainly may. I think that your book of
- '" see we're not going to get anywhere talking'
quotes needs a little lift now that Spiro's book of
about
sports, either. Listen, I'm starved. Where's
quotes is doing so welL".
the chow?"
I
"Thank you, Mister President."
"Oh, Chou is sick today."
"You can call me Dick. As I was saying, this
meeting marks a point in my Presidency when I
feel that
I can no longer afford
to stand
pat."

" "You mean I travelled all this way for genuine
spareribs and eggrolls, and you've qotthe nerve to
tell me the food is 'sick'! Maybe I should have
stayed home and had Chun King."

"It took courage to say that, Dick. If I were
married to Pat'
couldn't
stand her either. As a
matter of fact, I know few people who can stand
Pat. "

"Oh, I make mistake. I thought you said
Chou, when you were really talking about Chow.
The food is ready. Would you like to step into the
'kitchen."

"I was talking about standing pat; not standing
Pat. but I forgive you. Listen, I want to thank
you for giving my adviser Mr. Kissinger such
courteous
treatment
when
he visited
your

"Oh no, I feel my Seventh Crisis coming on.
Do you know what happened .the last time I
found myself in a kitchen with a Communist
leader?"

Christmas Becomes A' President's Pragmatism Seen In
Student Study Period
Supreme Court Choices

At, least until the present academic year, The ADVOCATE has
been satisfied with one area of law school - vacations. For years we
have appreciated
the vacation time allotted to students which has
given them the opportunity
to momentarily
forget the trivialities of
school and which has allowed them time to ponder over the finer
things in life.
Last year. however, an interesting phenomenon
occurred - our
Christmas vacation was transformed
into a formal studying period.
Somehow in the midst of a seemingly fair referendum,
the faculty
either became convinced
that the students
wanted to have our
present schedule or the faculty decided that such a schedule would
benefit themselves.
.
It seems highly improbably
that rational men could interpret the
student vote to mean that students wished to work straight through
the' semester. bust over Christmas vacation to prepare for finals. and,
then receive a 5 day break before registering for the spring semester.
To compound
the agony bestowed upon the students. classes Wi,li
end a week earlier in' May, but exams will last for three weeks.
If, it is true as the Student-Faculty
Committee
said last year.
that more students voted for this year's schedule than any other. it
demonstrates
that the electoral process does not always reflect the
constituents'
desires.
Our present schedule seems to be a combination
of the worst
elements
of a variety of possible schedules. Certainly last year's
schedule was much better for students,
although not as good as
GW's undergraduate
schedule where exams are completed
prior to
Christmas vacation and the students receive a six week break before
beginning second semester.
We hope the Student-Faculty
Committee
or the Student
Bar
Association
makes certain that our present schedule will not be
, continued next year.
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.by Buffy Crow
In announcing
his two new
candidates
for the two vacancies
on the Supreme
Court, Nixon
seems to have added
a new
dimension
to
his
self-styled
image as the ultimate praqmatist,
Two
recent
examples _ of
Nixon's
pragmatism
are,
of
course, his freeze of wages and
prices, and his rapprochement
with Red China. Both constitute.
fundamental
contradictions
of
the
economic
and
foreign
policies previously advocated
by
him
as
a
r esutt
of - his
conservative
Republican politics,
and of his personal convictions ..
In his- recent
reversal
in
connection
with the Supreme
'Court
nominations,
Nixon
presents
us,perhaps
inadvertently,
with
a third
example
of
his
cherished
.pragmatism.
Any benefit of the
doubt
which
may have been
accorded
Nixon
regarding
his
first
six
potential
nominees
disappeared
entirely
upon his
nomination
of
Powell
and
Rehnquist,
regardless
of the
relative relief with which that
announcement
was
generally
received.
It became clear that Nixon
was 'not
disguising
any subtle
design
when
he named
six
potential
candidates
of
incredible
mediocrity
for the
Supreme Court. One is forced to
assume that either Nixon does
not understand
the role' of the
Supreme Court in the American
judicial
system,
or that
he
voluntarily
attempted
to change

pragmatism
as a total political
that
role
in 11 manner
philosophy
is open to some
inc 0 m pat i b Ie
wit h the
doubt. Granted of course, that
fundamental
principles
of the
Nixon- is not a Supreme Court
structure
of
a democratic
justice
and that the executive
government.
His relinquishment
branch
of
the
government
of that position was merely the
performs
a different
political
result of force majeure.
Thus,
function
than. the
judiciary.
Nixon the Pragmatist.
democracy
as a
The positive
effects
of a Nevertheless.
pragmatic approach to politics is political system is not based on
princi pies of practicality
and
not to be underestimated,
and
efficiency.
It is rather, a form of
Nixon, indeed, likes to project
which
most
an
image
of
himself
as a government
effectively
embodies a political
r esourceful
man
capable
of
system
based
on
a belief,
e s p 0 n din g qui c k Iy
and
grounded
in reason, in .the right
effectively
to
changing
to freedom of the individual and
situations.
in his capacity
for effective
However,
in the first place,
self-government.
.his practice
does not always
Thus, when the White House
correspond
to Nixon's pragmatic
gleefully
announces
the
ideal. Particularly
in the instance
departure
of
all
ideologues
from
of-his
Supreme
Court
the present
Administration,
in
nominations,
his
pragmatism
the interests of the present reign
seems
to consist
of rescuing
. of pragmatism,
it is difficult to
himself
at the last
minute
.share
in
its
enthusiasm.
At best,
from an untenable
situation
of
such a policy gives us in the
his .own making.
To a lesser
Nixon Administration
the same
degree,
his economic
reversal
mediocrity
w
hie
h
he
presents a similar case, where his
unsuccessfully
attempted
to
timing in particular
resulted in
impose on the Supreme Court.
considerable
embarrassment
to
certain
member-victims
of his
Administration.
Creative
·pragmatism
is not synonymous
with
a forced
capitulation,
regardless
of
what
Nixon's
ADVOCATE
STAFF
spokesmen
would
give us to
meeting
on
Tuesday,
believe.
Secondly,
in comparison
to,
November
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for
example,
the
consistent
Harlan Brewer.
judicial
philosophy,
based on
strong
and
well-reasoned
intellectual
and
philosophical
convictions,
of the late Justice
Black,
the
exercise
-'of

.r
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letter to the Editor: (ourt Nominee

..Rehnquist Blasted
For Racial Views
The Supreme Court is no
place for a racist - philosophical
or otherwise - to sit. If this
premise is accepted as legitimate,
then William Rehnquist is not
qualified fotthe high Court.
Consider, for example, the
testimony
of Mr. Rehnquist
before the Phoenix City Council
on a proposed city ordinance
toopen public accommodations
to black people On June 15.
1964, he stated unequivocally he
believed that the privilege of a
businessman
to
choose
his
customers is more important
than the right of blacks to have
equal access to public places. He
later reaffirmed his belief in a
letter to" the editor of the
A rizona Republic, where he
wrote he was strongly opposed

to the public accommodations
ordinance because it "does away
with the historic right of. the
owner of a drug store to choose
his own customers."
Mr. Rehnquist, we have been
told, is a man of superior
intellectual
powers.
Judging
from Rehnquist's statements on
public accommodations,
either
his perception and legal insight
are very narrow, or he is simply
a bigot.
Another example is his stand
on desegregating public schools.
On September 9, 1967. he wrote
a letter to the editor of the.
Arizona Republic in which he
state the right of a child to be
free of discrimination in school
is not a right but a "special
privilege"
and anyone
who

l:~·~Menlck·Mlscellaneousl:lii:

h~l~~f~~~&I

opposes neighborhood
schools
"is sacrificing a portion of our
historic freedom,"
Again. in
testimony on November 3 this
year, he stated that he opposed
transporting children by busing
to desegregate schools, implying
that the equity powers of the
courts to enforce constitutional
mandates should be curbed to
exclude busing.

it'
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Potts attended the meeting and
both deans said a few words.
The
representatives
for the
organization
are
Linda
McCormick
(345·3554).
1st
year; Beth Hayes (683-3235),
1st year;
Gloria
Halpern
(937·3460), 3rd and 4th year;
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.Mike Tallent, Howard Mathews and Lenny Baltimore all :i:':
missed parts of last season, and they are three sure starters.
"",

Admittedly Mr. Rehnquist has :'t
recanted his 1964 beliefs. But he
has not recanted his later beliefs i'i:l~ ~~~;~~
~e~~~ am~~~I:I:or~O;:gr~~~~~~:~:~Ys:~~o~-~r: 10h~
and no one seriously believes Ii Rosepink, the highest scoring freshman in the school's history,
that should Mr. Rehnquist get
and transfer students Randy Smith and Robbie Spagnolo give
on the Court his work product
;"'" the Colonials depth and one of the most talented squads in
will not be molded by those
deeply entrenched values and
,/.1....
;:~:\:~m:::;
~~il~h:~li~in:r~~~:hs:cf~~~h~:~r ~oo~~~n~:r~
that narrow perception of some
Slone with a winning record. Besides the big opening game
of the most basic rights we have. . against Maryland. on Dec. 4 (for which tickets areavailable at
the athletic office, starting today), other top attractions
There can be no mistake that
Mr.' Rehnquist's beliefs are an
affront to the dignitY of the
~~~~~~a ;:~h :~~Si~::~~aIAi~s~i~ J:~u;~n~e~~ A~~~honAj~~:
Court and a danger to the best
22. Temple on Jan. 26 and West Virginia. with all-American
interests of our country.
candidate Wil Robinson, on Jan. 29.
Roger Mills
Over at Georgetown, Coach Jack Magee will need morethan
luck to regain an N. I. T. berth. Co-captains Mike l.auqhnaand
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.
forgo those gallantries which
Burke referred to as "that
generous loyalty to rank and
sex. that proud submission, that
dignified obedience."
for the
sake of "equality." The question
is whether the majority of
American women are willing to
do so. The existence of such
groups as MOM (Men Our
Masters) would indicate" that
. they are not but it is impossible
:e

:i:::

Art White are the keys to the Hovas' hopes, but like many
teams around the country Georgetown is likely to be starting a ,}
number of sophomores, and the G.U. sophs are riot in the class
of UCLA or Maryland. Besides having a young squad, Magee :::
Chal
s a. very rOuh~hhschMedule.
inclu?ing St ..JOhnf's,thMeMhilw1laukee ..
assrc - w IC
arquette IS hostrnq
or
ars a and
Wisconsin as well as G.U. - Maryland, Holy Cross and St.
Joseph's. I'd settle for a .500 season for this year's squad, if I
were Magee.
Probably the most exciting ballplayer in the city is Kermit i:ii:
Washington over at A.U. Some of the pro prognosticators have ....
picked Tom Young's Eagles to take the title in the very tough,
Philly-dominated Mid-Atlantic conference. Playing St. Joe's :.:.
and Temple at home will help,' as will 6-2 transfer Steve
Garrett, from UNC. Johnny Lloyd, a 6-1 soph, averaged 24.1 ,{
as a freshman and both he and Garrett join the starters from ::::!
last year's 16-' 0 season. Only Mike Lynch graduated last year
"'::
:i.:i..:i.:i:::.
..

~
!::ii

rr;,:~~

~~~~a~~:s~i~;:~~f~I~~~~

~~t~~Upo~:~initeIY will be fighting Maryland for headline space,

many
as we havy already
overheard from the bra-burning
few.
We wo u Id do well to
remember that American women
- have no always followed the lead
of their more militant sisters:
For example, when the Titanic
went down over half a century
ago and the' extreme feminists
denounced the cowardly female

11I11

Washington, .the key to the team's success, is one of the
most exciting ball players I've ever seen. He's very quick, a
great leaper and a nifty shooter, as well as being one of the top
rebounders in the country last year. Be sure to see them at Ft.
Myer.
Although Catholic U.· doesn't qualify as a major college
according to NCAA size requirements, they certainly have:{
some major players. As a freshman playing varsity. ball last
year, Bob Adrion averaged 22.7 ppg in leading C.U. to a 16-11\:
season. At the end of the year there was a big hassle between
the coach and the school's administation, and the outcome of

"
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demanding that the lifeboats be
Jones has had more than his share of problems over at Federal.:,:,
filled with an equal' number of
City, including D.C. budgetary hassles.::
men. the majority of American :~:i~ When I was a kid I always saved the best for last, so I've::':
women decided that if full ,:,:, done the same now. Although not located in the city, the
..
~~~~~t,\::an~a~~e~q~~
~;~tt ~~ 1:111 ~;:~:r~~i b~fm~~~~~a~~a~~i~::t:,iln~~e~nt~:ec~~~~r~r~~i/s~~s:~~'J
it. It may be that they still feel i::i: On paper they are so good tht Chris Schenkel picked them as/
~~~e ~~;nP:~~~U~~I~r;i~~~I~~~

:::'i ~:~k:~~~

in the same boat as it were. Until"'"
the militant women of today can
establish that they represent the
great majority
of American
women (I would say silent
majority but that would be too
much tlo hope for) this writer
can on y regard them as sound
and furies signifying nothing.

iii

But McMillen is only one of Coach Lefty Driesell's super
sophs. The 16-0 freshman team was also made up of Rich
Porac, a great ball-handler. Mark Cartwright, a 7 footer, and
two Power Memorial (Alcindor's high school) stars, Jap
Trimble and Lenny Elmore. Elmore is the real key to how far
Maryland will go this year. He is probably the next Willis Reed
if his broken kneecap is mended. An incredible ball·hawk, he
can block up the middle of the court like only Reed and Bill
Russell. Not all of these sophomores will begin the season as
starters. Jimmy O'Brien, a phenomenal shooter, will be on one
wing on the double post run·and-gun offense Lefty will use

and Carolyn Ball, Chairman.
(931-6558). 2nd year.
Any
wives
or husbands
interested
in
joining
or
participating
are more than
welcome and should call any of
the representatives
for more
information.

s~:~n~e~: S::t~~~n c~:,~try and Sport magazine;!1

The big reason for these rankings is very big, indeed. Six ":,'
feet, 11 inches big, in fact. He is Tom McMillen, a sophomore
pre-med student who not only pulls four points academically, ,:::'
but scores (29.3) at will, rebounds anything near him and :.:
::
dominates a game the way all the great big men have. Schenkel':::
calls McMillen the player of the year and he is the only high "::.
~::~~ver to have his uniform retired to the basketball ,:.:.::.!

~:r~~~

law 'Wives' Become 'Spouses~'
To Attract Husban(~s to Club
The G.W.U. Law Spouses
held their first tea on Sunday.
October 31, 1971. The club.
originally
the
Law Wives
.changed their name as a means
of appealing to the husbands of
female law students. Dean and
Mrs. Kramer and Dean and Mrs.

~~~~ 1~~I~~:r~r:~;~eci~.I~::~~~:~t~ha: ~~I~i:~
scrimmage against the freshmen recently. and Coach Carl "":
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W omen's li b Mi Iitants' Actions
.r row f u ILka c . 0 f Sen se
.0
W
0
Sh
S
by Harold C. Gordon
statues.
The victim of sex
The Interviewer: "Do you discrimination therefore has the
approve of clubs for women?"
same opportunity for judi-relief
W.C. Fields: "Only if all as 'the. victim
of racial
other means of persuasion fail."
discrimination. However. this is
With the recent flood of
not nearly enough to satisfy the
books and articles in support of
militant feminists who will settle
women's lib, proclaiming that
for
nothing
less than the
women have been held in a state
complete equality promised by
of abject servitude since "Genesis t he proposed
Equal Rights
when Eve was framed by a sexist
Amendment.
That being the
plot, it would seem only fair to
case, it is necessary to consider
have a few words from the men
the full implications of total
on the subject, particularly since
equality and to speculate as to
a few words are all the women
whether or not the majority of
usually
allow us on any
American women would favor
subject-and even then we have such an innovation.
to slip them in edgewise. Bearing
To begin with, there are the
that in mind, I propose to make equal responsibilities such as the
the most of this opportunity and ,draft,
which will necessarily
to briefly sektch the views of ,come
witQ equal
rights.
one male chauvinist pig on this Complete equality requires that
latest campaign in the eternal
half of all draftees should be
battle of the sexes.
women. Next, there must be an
Contrary to popular opinion,
end to the protected social and
this is not the first time that the economic position enjoyed by
concept of sexual equality. has women. Alimony, for example.
been advocated; it is in fact as should be abolished, or the law
Plato's Republic. Neither is this should be .changed so that if the
the first time in history that ex-wife enjoys greater wealth
some women have behaved like than her ex·husband she should
Amazons where the subject is pay him alimony. Finally, all
concerned; that is at least as old' customary . deference
to the
as Aristophanes. What is new is so-called "weaker sex" shouldbe
the' nature and the extent of the done away with as sexist and
equality now proposed and the degrading; having the wOlT)en
differing views as to what should demand that all dates with the
constitute the new equality.
opposite sex should be dutch
If it is merely a question of would be the first essential step
e qua I e m p loy men t toward this end.
opportunities. or of equal pay
The're is no doubt that the
for equal work, there is no militant feminists, particularly
argument.
Sex discrimination
the
ones
who
dress like
was outlalMJClnationally by the truckdrivers,
would be more
Civil Rights Acts of 1964 and than willing to serve in the
. the vast majority of individual armed forces. renounce their
states
have enacted
similar privileged financial position;and

t~

in Washington this winter.

:fi

:;~ ~;~a;~e :~~~~ :t ~~: p:~~~y ball handler from Norfolk,
The other starters from last year's 14-12 squad are all back
except for Barry Yates, whO decided it would be easier to
make the Philadelphia 76ers in the N.BA th~~ the Terps.
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Women March to Appeal Abortion Laws
by Linda Colvard Dorian
day a week to performing
Conference in early December.
The
conference,
originally
Abortion March on Washington abortions; and Marge Tabankin,
On
November
20th
the first female president of the planned for the weekend of
November
20th,
has been
Washington will be the scene for National Students Association.
another demonstration, but this
The rally is expected to end at delayed to enable women to
time abortion, not Vietnam, is approximately
5:00
in the attend the national abortion
the issue. The Women's National afternoon, at which time the rally in Washington on that'
Abortion
Action'
Coalition
New Haven Women's Rock Band weekend. Topics for discussion
(WONAAC) is sponsoring
a will provide entertainment.
will
include
law
schools'
march on Washington to demand
Note to male supporters ... men responsibilities in the area of sex
.the repeal of abortion laws and are not only allowed, they are discrimination in placement and
the recognition that abortion is a encouraged to participate in the
hiring, the problems, of women
medical procedure available to a march and rally. Many women
in prison, and other issues that
woman on her request. This joined with you in antiwar
women law students feel the
would be the first time in the protests in the past, and these
need to come together and talk
history of this country that women, were not personally
about. GW women are invited to
people organized to march in threatened with the draft and
participate in this conference, as
opposition to abortion laws. On Viet Nam. You won't ever have well
as
the
Southeastern,
the same day, marches will be to consider the trauma of an conference which was held at
held in San Francisco, Ottawa, illegal,
dangerous
abortion
Duke University in October,
because
of
Washington's
England, and New Zealand.
forced upon you by repressive
The principal speaker at the sexual laws, but you can lend
borderline geographical position.
More detailed plans will appear
rally, which will be held on the your support to women who
west steps of the capitol at 2:00 might.
'
later, but you can plan now to
after a march from the ellipse'
Shirley Wheelerto Appeal
make a weekend available in
beginning at 10:00 in the
Shirley Wheeler has decided
your December schedule.
morning,
will
be
Shirley to appeal her conviction under
Amendment Out of House Bill
Wheeler. Shirley Wheeler, the Florida's 1868 abortion law. She
An amendment to the Aid to
Florida woman who has just will argue that the Florida law is
Higher Education Bill to delete a
been convicted of having an void" for vagueness, that being
provision
prohibiting
sex
abortion, is the first woman in 'forced to bear a child against her
discrimination in undergraduate
the
United
States
to
be will is cruel and unusual'
admissions was offered on the
convicted of the "crime" of punishment in violation of the
House floor and carried by 5
abortion. Additional confirmed
Constitution,
and
that
the
speakers at this time include abortion
statue
is
an votes. The bill"was passed by the
Beaulah Sanders of the National unconstitutional
invasion of House with a provision which
Welfare Rights Organization;
privacy
under
Griswold v. prohibited sex discrimination in
graduate school programs only.
Sister Janice Raymond; Nancy .Connecticut.
The members of the House no
. Sterns, a New York attorney at
Northeastern Regional Law
doubt realized that an explicit
the Center for Constitutional
Women's Conference
prohibiting
sex
,Rights and Shirley Wheeler's.The
Women's
Group
of provision
discrimination
. in
graduate'
attorney on her appeal; Dr. Rutgers University Law School
schools was a relatively mild ban
Barbara Roberts, a' Washington will sponsor the Northeastern
physician who donates half a Regional
Law
Women's . anyway, since fewer women will

be able to avail themselves of the
graduate programs by virtue of
their inability to obtain
a
high·quality
undergraduate
education on an equal basis of
a ccess
with
men
to
undergraduate institutions.
Decisions on Sex Discrimination
The
Supreme
Court
has
already heard .oral argument in
the Reed v. Reed, in which the
petitioner
is challenging the
constitutionality
of an Idaho
statute requiring that men be
preferred
to
women
for
appointment
as administrators
of estates.
An opinion
is
expected within the month.
The Supreme Court has let
stand a Seventh Circuit rulingthat pension plans requiring'
women to retire at an earlier age
than men ... 62 rather than 65 ... is
a violation of federal civil rights
law.
The Supreme Court has also
declined to review the Fifth
Circuit ruling in Diaz v. Pan
American
World
Airways
holding that female sex was not
a
bona
fide
occupational
qualification for the job of flight
attendant.
Thus, the Court
determined
that males' civil
rights under Title VII of the
1964 Civil Rights Act were
violated by the airlines' policy of
e xc luding
males
from
employment
as stewards. The
Fifth Circuit noted that the
airlines'
argument
that
"customer
preference"
for
female attendants justified the
airlines' hiring policy was in

direct violation of EEOC Title
VII guidelines and that: such
"preference" reflected the very
prejudice that the Act was
designed to overcome ...Perhaps
now we will be treated to ads of
a huskv-voiced male steward
, announcing, "Hi, I'm Bill, fly me
to
Miami."
So
long
as
customertma!el preference is the
standard to which the airlines' .
hold themselves, no doubt the
airlines will continue to use
attractive females in the ads to
pander more successfully to the
sexual fantasies of men.

expert
typing
.RESUMES
.LETTERS
.REPORTS
.PRESENTATIONS
.LEGAL
.THESES
.MANUSCRIPTS
.TECHNICAL
.SPECIFICATIONS
.ADDRESSING
GENEVIEVES JONES
AND ASSOCIATES
Suite 927
1346 CONNECTICUT AVENUE
223-4722(day)
234-0738(nightl
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~8 LAW 'STUDY AIDS
gilberts law summaries
~~~smiths law review,
,~'
~: ~cambridge law study, aids
ji"~'american law case digests
blackstone law summaries.
legalines
~I:landmark law summaries'
~a:every major hornbook
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Nelson to Speak on Potomac River Pollution
by Dennis Koehler
Wisconsin Senator Gaylord
Nelson will deliver the keynote
address as key government water
and waste treatment officials,
members
of
the
scientific
communities, and citizen action
organization
re-presentatives
gather at GWU on Friday and
Saturday, Nobember. 19-20, to
participate in the Environmental
Law Society's Second Annual
Short Course on Environmental
Law, "WATER POLLUTION:
The Potomac River, A Case in
Point;" Tickets for law students
are $3.
The conference will examine
the Potomac River's problems
and the efforts of government

and the law to solve them in
four sessions. Session One,
featuring Sen. Nelson's address,
will analyze the impact of man
and nature on the Potomac, and
will beheld
in the first floor
auditorium, Building C, 2201 G
St. N.W., {rom 10:00 a.m. to.
1:00 p.m .e. Session moderator
will be GWlaw professor Russell
B. Stevenson, past director of
the
Environmental
Law
I nstitute's
environmental
seminar for Federal interns.
Session Two, moderated by
patti-timeGW law professor
Jerome C. Muys, former General
Counsel for the Public Land Law
Review Commission, will discuss
the legal and governmental

Sociologist Says Poor
Have Useful Functions
Sociologist Herbert J. Gans
of MIT believes that lack of
specialized training, ignorance,
discrimination and substandard
wages are not the primary
reasons for the persistence of
poverty in the affluent U.S.
Poverty, Gans says, continues to
exist because it performs useful
functions for many members of
society.
In the July-August issue of
"Social Policy," Gans cites more
than a dozen economic, social
and political uses of poverty.
One ofthe most important is the
job market that it creates for
.penologists,'
criminologists,
- .social workers, public health
workers, crusading journalists
and
OEO
paraprofessionals.
Gans suggests, in other words,
many
people
who
are
presumably
fighting poverty
actually profit from it. He argues
that the poor "support medical
innovation"
as patients
in
teaching and research hospitals,
and they constitute a "labor
pool that is willing-or rather,
unable
.to be unwilling-to
perform dirty work at low cost."
Poor
people
"prolong
the
economic usefulness "of day-old
bread, second hand clothes and
cars and deteriorated bui Idings."

dave's

r--L-eo's
SANDWICHES

Our Specialty
2133 G Street

cleaners~f_

Daily, 7:30-6:45 pm
Sat., 8:00-6:00 pm

~:'~\

't!Q'f'~_.-/
\\\ ;

2008 Eye St., N.W.
Washingt'Jn, D.C.
, Tel. 337-9851

.10,"0 discount to all students

It's a 'Mashuganah' Thing
Purple Pickle Delicatessen
1/ a People. Pickle
. If you're missing your mother's
food, come to us for Corned Beef,
Pastrami, Lox & Bagels and many
other delicacies ...
People Pickle
1723 Connecticut Avenue Washington,D.
Telephone: 232-4800
9 AM to 8 PM, Closed Sunday

press questions on such panelists and the Citizens Council for a
as the Army Corps of Engineers' ' Clean Potomac. This session will
Eol. L. W. Prentiss. Baltimore be moderated by local attorney
District Engineer; Robert L. Bernard S. Cohen, a "leading
McLeod,
chairman
of the 'environmental lawyer and GW
Washington Suburban Sanitary 'professorial lecturer on EnvironCommission;
James
P. mental Litigation.
Alexander,
Director,
D.C.
The ELS will hold a cocktail
Department
of Environmental
reception immediately following
Services, and others.
the close of Session Four in the
Session Four, which will be 'Presidential
Room, GW Faculty
held in the Ballroom from 2:00
Club, Marvin Center. AIl.persons
to 4:45 p.m., will examine the
attending the conference are
role of private citizen action in
invited; first drinks and snacks
cleaning up the Potomac, and
will be provided by the ELS.
will
feature
as
panelists
Reservations for the conferrepresentatives from such groups
ence, $3 for students and $15
as the League of Women Voters,
for all others, will be sold at the
the
Environmental
Defense
table in the first floor lobby,
Fund, the Izaak Walton League,Stockton
Hall, and at the ELS

"Procticol Law" Tuesday's Topic
"A Practical Experience in the
Law" is the topic of the first in a

series of
programs
to be
presented
'by the
1971-72
They also provide, Gans says,
Student Bar Association Speakincome for incompetent doctors,
ers Bureau.
lawyers. and teachers who might
Superior Court Judge Harry
otherwise be an economic drain Alexander will moderate the
on society.
program. The other partici pants
are Professor and consumer
Among the social functions
advocate
John
Banzhaf III,
performed
by poverty, says Professor and Washington attorGans, is the guarantee of status ney Gladys Kessler, Washington
to the non-poor. The working tax lawyer Herbert E. Marks,
class needs the poor to look and Chief Assistant
United
down on; the aristocracy, by States Attornevfor the Superior
busying itself with settlement
Court's Criminal Division, Luke
houses and charity balls, justifies C. Moore.
its existence
and proves it
According to SBA Secretary
superiority to workers who grub Manning Warren, "the program
for money.
is for the law student who plans
to practice law. It is designed to
Beyond that, the poor offer furnish insights into the practice
vicarious participation
to the of law which most law schools
rest of the population in the fail to provide." Warren continuninhibited sexual, alcoholic and ued, "the speakers SBA has
narcotic behavior in which they
selected are representatives of
are alleged to participate, and
opposing philosophies and radiprovide
votes
for
liberal
cally different
legal ex pericandidates
and
arguments
against
liberalism
by
conservatives.

Specializing in Solving ALL your.'
CLEANING PROBLEMS
.
Dry Cleaning - Same Day Shirt Service
Repairs and Alterations
Hours:

efforts to control pollution in
the Potomac. This session will
also be held in Building C, from
2:00 to 4:30 p.rn,
Session
Three
will
be
moderated by the Director of
the
National
Law Center's
Environmental
Law Program,
Prof. Arnold W. Reitze, Jr. and
.will seek to answer the question,
"Why Has Pollution Control in
the Potomac Failed?" Session
Three will be held from 10:00
a.m. to 1:00 p.m. on Saturday,
November 20, in the third floor
Ballroom, Marvin Center, 800
21st St., N.W., and will feature
thefree-form
"floor
convention," during which the
audience will be encouraged to

ences."
lmrnematerv
IUllowing the
The program will begin with program there will be a recepbrief speeches by each partici- tion in the basement lounge at
pant on some aspect of his own which refreshments
will be
practical experience. This is to served.
be followed by a question and
answer period between students
The program will be held
and speakers, moderated
by tomorrow
night at 8:00 in
~J~Ud~g~e~A~le~xeaen~d~er~.
~~~~82~~R~o~o~m~1~0~,

2906 M Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Phone 338-3227
FINEST PHOTOGRAPHS
Portrait

_ Weddin~s

Enlargement

AT MODERATE

- Reception

Copies

Film Finishing
Passport

•

-

- Commercial

PRICES
Photo~ri1pher

Restoring of Old Photographs

Color and Black and Wllit"
photos-

Frames

For the New York State
Bar Exam (March & July)
Marino
Bar Review Course

(Forthe first time in Washington, for your convenience)
Mr. Marino's Bar Course Offers:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

a familiarity with the nature of the examination
a ready recall of the New York Law
a reliable method of analyzing complicated fact situations, and
a facility for writing well-reasoned answers
a review of yes-no Bar type questions
recent developments in the law.

*'

In the last 5 years, better than 80% of the Marino Bar Review
Course students passed the Bar 'examination.

The course will be conducted by Tape, at a convenient D. C.
location, beginning mid-January, for the March 20-21 examinationThe fee for the Bar Review Course is $200.00 and includes lectures
and books in the CPLR, Evidence, Substantive Law, Problem
Analysis, Essay Writing Techniques, Yes-No type questions and
answers review and recent developments in the law.

C.

~SetOecek~to~n~H~a~II~.
~~ffi

cO(;

The Marino Bar Review Course Inc. is incorporated under the New
I York State Education Law and approved for the training of veterans
I and disabled veterans.
'
I

Call or Write
Marino Bar Review, Inc.
109 Tullamore Road
Garden City, N. Y. 11530
Contact Your
Local Representative
Howard Menell 554·3738
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Gallery

The Old

Freedom of Expression

, The Young

The Establishment

by KcthyWoelder .'I,
The True Freak
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